Huawei Twitter and Facebook January 23-25

- **HuaweiUSA** @HuaweiUSA - Jan 23
  Stabilize app performance on Huawei phones with the Huawei Wireless Kit. #HuaweiDevelopers

- **HuaweiUSA** @HuaweiUSA - Jan 24
  Unleashing potential for global progress. Huawei's SeedsForTheFuture program is all set to welcome a new generation of 2021 participants. What's in store for them? Get a glimpse of the action. #EducationDay

- **HuaweiUSA** @HuaweiUSA - Jan 22
  Enjoy trending content and information, anytime and anywhere - Activate Huawei Assistant by swiping right on your smartphone's home screen and assistant will be your guide.

- **HuaweiUSA** @HuaweiUSA - Jan 23
  Enjoy your favorite sounds with one easy motion - tap or swipe. Huawei GentleMonsterEyewear
Over 1 million children were affected by school closures in Bangladesh. Our #Education4All initiative addresses a lack of access to digital tech & makes remote learning possible, so fewer children are left behind. Learn more: https://tinyurl.com/y3fn8nSn

It’s been a long year and #distancelearning hasn’t been easy for teachers, students or parents. Luckily, #cloud technology has made it possible to keep students in school on a large scale.

TECH4ALL: Moving School to the Cloud
The sudden outbreak of COVID-19 in early 2020 had a dramatic im...
Global progress is the goal. Take a look at what we have planned for the new generation of Huawei's #SeedsForTheFuture program.

EducationDay

Explore more and find hidden gems with the #WatchGT2Pro.

Swipe, tap and get your day on with the #GentleMonsterEyewear.